
07110:   "painting   executed   still   having   to   take   care   of   baby   livia   and   also

biblical red sea"

my   prolif   state   making   art   and   lastly   improvising   a   little   parody   with   the 

knowledge acquired watching some documentaries with hippos and perhaps reflecting 

08084:   "fable   inspired   by   the   actual   river   here   in   culemborg   and   with   the 

recovering many old swedish songs i learned in sweden when august was little"

and  also  beginning  to  sing  songs  to  baby  livia  while  still  in  the  belly  and 

getting four cavities filled and later keeping up to listen to music while drawing 

03098: "songs heard sang at first by myrthe and then spending time at the dentist 

the radio traveling with august in belgium and finally drawing and scanning trash"

of our dutch bedroom prior christmas and later more christmas music heard also on 

03097: "music listened quite extensively on my phone while painting the windows 

of livia's birth accepting my quasi totally secluded condition"

river and feeling an overall nice sensation of the natural surrounding as well as 

from myrthe and baby livia and walking alone in some nice winter weather along the 

09073: "managing to record my thoughts now taking an hour off every now and then 

morris who just had a baby with down syndrome"

folk from belgium and some from england and the american pianist wife of my friend 

and  later  folk  met  at  the  quantified  self  conference  in  amsterdam  such  as  some 

10103: "still some folk met in the mountains like a guy with my same last name 

filming while walking with livia in the stroller"

alone   in   amsterdam   before   returning   to   culemborg   and   now   for   the   first   time 

stopping in a few locations but also filming during a day in utrecht and later 

and   also   exploring   the   countryside   biking   along   a   beautiful   small   river   and 

13147: "filming at first with august in culemborg during some sunny winter days 

circle this time as a big sun behind it"

and attempting again to fold the spiral on itself and finding a way to keep the 

07109: "painting executed now with a little bit more time to spend in my studio 

snow"

but then getting extremely cold and mostly too windy to go out with at last some 

and with temperatures getting even warm enough to take a big bike ride with august 

16118: "a very sunny wiNter month to begin with characterizing the birth of livia 

project"

happy about it but still feeling completely isolated despite my intense work on my 

biking with some progress in italy and also selling my swedish apartment feeling 

some sunny winter days all together and doing a lot of outdoor walking and even 

04104: "a very happy month with livia been born and august coming over spending 



parts of syria"

war  related  deaths  especially  now  that  russia  and  turkey  try  to  get  a  hold  of 

several plane crashes and a big one in nepal as well as minor accidents and still 

12142: "a month in the netherlands reading the news on my phone and on tv with 

visit here for a calm bike ride"

time before having to pause my training and contenting myself to take daniela on a 

the river dyke with a few days being able to maintain a high heart beat for a long 

06076: "feeling now very trained despite the weather starting to run very fast on 

getting quite some ideas there"

frankfurt  with  myrthe  before  proceeding  to  venice  looking  for  an  apartment  and 

students  and  later  in  the  netherlands  on  my  way  to  italy  by  car  stopping  in 

14123:  "ideas  got  now  traveling  through  europe   at  first  in   sweden  supervising 

watching the news as well as an american series"

to  have  more  dreams  in  our  dutch  house  and  quite  many  definitively  inspired  by 

every two hours with tummy ache nonetheless managing to dream now also beginning 

02156: "a month with not a single night of full sleep with baby livia waking up 

still not filming extensively to avoid upsetting her"

the river waal taking our mountain neighbour daniela around the netherlands but 

staying at first quite much in culemborg and then only later exploring utrecht and 

13148: "films of public spaces now shot walking around with livia in the stroller 

using few color and a simple shape"

little  time  to  spend  in  my  studio  but  at  last  finishing  the  very  simple  paint 

07111:  "painting   managed   during   the   visit   of   daniela   from   italy   and   getting 

for more painting but finally taking advantage of some rainy days to do one"

painting the doors and windows outside here in the netherlands feeling not so keen 


